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The structure of the flux-tube profile in Abelian-projected ~AP! SU~2! gauge theory in the maximally
Abelian gauge is studied. The connection between the AP flux tube and the classical flux-tube solution of the
U~1! dual Abelian Higgs model is clarified in terms of the path-integral duality transformation. This connection
suggests that the electric photon and the magnetic monopole parts of the Abelian Wilson loop can act as
separate sources creating the Coulombic and the solenoidal electric field inside a flux tube. The conjecture is
confirmed by a lattice simulation which shows that the AP flux tube is composed of these two contributions.
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When the QCD vacuum is viewed as a dual supercon-
ductor @1,2#, the quark confinement mechanism can be im-
mediately understood: the ~color-!electric flux associated
with a quark-antiquark (q-q¯ ) system is squeezed into an
almost-one-dimensional flux tube by the dual Meissner effect
caused by magnetic monopole condensation. This picture
leads to a linear confinement potential and is a dual analogue
of the magnetic Abrikosov vortex in an ordinary supercon-
ductor @3–5#. It is natural to expect that it can be quantita-
tively formulated by a dual version of an Abelian Higgs
model, the dual Abelian Higgs ~DAH! model. The
Lagrangian—in addition to the kinetic terms of each field
and a minimal coupling between the two fields—should con-
tain a monopole self-interaction term that allows for a broken
phase of dual gauge symmetry. The DAH model indeed has
an electric flux-tube solution of the static q-q¯ system @5#.
A linear potential emerging from a flux tube is quite wel-
come to give an interpretation for the area law behavior of
the Wilson loop observed in lattice QCD simulations @6#. It
would explain the Regge trajectory pattern or other stringlike
properties of hadrons @7#. Then the problem arises of how to
derive the dual superconductor scenario from QCD, that is,
how to formally derive the DAH model from QCD. One also
would like to observe certain characteristic features of the
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through a Monte Carlo simulation of lattice QCD directly.
As for the formal derivation, it is known that if magnetic
monopoles are introduced as the consequence of Abelian
projection in the manner of ’t Hooft @8# and if the diagonal
components of gluons play a dominant role ~compared to the
off-diagonal ones! in the long distance behavior of QCD
~Abelian dominance!, a condensed phase of monopoles is
realized beyond a certain critical scale @9,10#. Remarkably,
lattice QCD simulations with non-Abelian configurations un-
dergoing ’t Hooft’s Abelian projection @typically in the maxi-
mally Abelian gauge ~MAG!# support this scenario numeri-
cally. For instance, the string tension measured by the
‘‘Abelian Wilson loop’’ constructed from the Abelian link
variables ~the ‘‘Abelian string tension’’! is almost saturating
the non-Abelian string tension @11#. In this context, applying
the Zwanziger formalism @12#, one can introduce the dual
gauge field which is minimally coupled to monopoles. Sum-
ming over monopole current trajectories @13,14#, one can
also introduce a monopole field. This formulation finally
leads to the DAH model @15–18#. However, it is difficult to
determine the effective couplings of the DAH model through
this analytical derivation, because one cannot treat the mono-
pole current system quantitatively. In order to accomplish
this, one would need numerical investigations of monopole
dynamics on the lattice, for instance, by means of the inverse
Monte Carlo method @19–22#. This might require more com-
plicated Ansa¨tze for matching the monopole actions @23#.
Just in order to seek flux-tube configurations in the non-
Abelian gauge theory, the profiles of the electric field and the
monopole current distribution induced by an Abelian Wilson
loop have been studied within the Abelian-projection scheme
@24–27#. It has been found that the shapes are similar to
those of the flux-tube solution in the DAH model. From now©2003 The American Physical Society18-1
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and the latter one ‘‘DAH flux tube.’’ We remark that the
connection between the AP flux tube and the DAH flux tube
is not on equal footing because the former contains the quan-
tum effects at work in non-Abelian lattice gauge simulations
on the original lattice, while the latter is a classical solution
obtained by solving the field equations with dual variables.
Having in mind this conceptual difference, it is still worth
determining the effective couplings of the DAH model,
which could not be fixed through a formal derivation,
through the comparison between the two flux tubes. This is
interesting because, once the DAH parameters are fixed, one
can use the DAH model for further analyses: for discussing
hadronic objects @28–30#, for investigating the dynamics of
the flux tube by deriving an effective string action from the
DAH model @31–36#, etc.
Up to now, the quantitative status of the comparison be-
tween the AP and the DAH flux tubes has not been conclu-
sive, although this has been attempted several times @24–
27,37#. In order to find DAH parameters which possess
physical meaning in this context, at first it is important to
understand to what extent the AP flux tube can be really
related to the DAH flux tube, first of all since they are de-
fined in terms of different ~original and dual! variables. This
should become clear once the duality transformation is car-
ried out in detail. Second, also a more systematic study of the
AP flux-tube profile is required to have well-controlled lat-
tice data; one needs to check the Gribov copy effect hidden
in the process of MAG fixing, has to examine to what extent
the scaling property is fulfilled, should investigate the q-q¯
distance dependence of the flux-tube shape, etc., on a suffi-
ciently large lattice volume.
In this paper, we aim to address only the first part, the
qualitative and detailed relation between the AP and the
DAH flux tubes. Here we do not attempt to fix the DAH
model parameters. What we plan to do here is to show that
the AP flux tube has the composed internal structure as the
DAH flux tube has, going through the path-integral duality
transformation of the AP gauge theory. In fact, in the DAH
model, as we explain later in detail, the appearance of the
electric flux tube is due to the superposition of two well
distinguished components, a Coulombic electric field, di-
rectly induced by the electric charges, and a solenoidal elec-
tric field induced by a monopole supercurrent. They are re-
sponsible for the Coulombic and the linearly rising part,
respectively, of the inter-quark potential in the DAH model.
If the electric flux profile can be uniquely decomposed in the
case of the AP flux tube as well, analogously to the DAH flux
tube, this will be an additional argument in favor of the DAH
model description, which will be important for further quan-
titative discussions.
The guiding idea to discover this kind of structure also in
the AP flux tube comes from the measurement of the q-q¯
potential in terms of the Abelian Wilson loop. The investiga-
tion of the Abelian Wilson loop using the decomposition into
an electric photon part ~‘‘photon Wilson loop’’! and a mag-
netic monopole part ~‘‘monopole Wilson loop’’! shows that
also the Abelian potential consists of a Coulombic and a09401linear potential @38–40#. We notice that this structure is quite
similar to that of the q-q¯ potential in the DAH model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we shall
discuss the theoretical connection of the photon and the
monopole Wilson loops with the composed structure of the
DAH flux tube. We do this by closely looking at the path-
integral duality transformation of the AP gauge theory. Mo-
tivated by lattice results on the effective monopole action we
adopt, as our starting point, a Villain type compact QED as
the approximate action of the effective, AP gauge theory. In
Sec. III we present the numerical results, the flux profile
induced by the photon and monopole Wilson loops, mea-
sured within SU~2! lattice gauge theory in the MAG. We
come to the conclusion that the AP flux tube is composed out
of Coulomb and solenoidal parts, which add up to the full
electric flux tube, in the same manner as the DAH flux tube.
Section IV is the summary.
The due improvement in the systematic study of the AP
flux tube including all details of the quantitative analysis of
our lattice data, along the guiding lines formulated in the
present paper, is the subject of our follow-up paper @41#.
II. THE COMPOSED STRUCTURE OF THE FLUX TUBE
IN THE DAH MODEL
In this section, based on a path-integral analysis, we dis-
cuss a possible theoretical relation between the electric-
photon and magnetic-monopole parts of the Abelian Wilson
loop in the AP-SU~2! lattice gauge theory and the composed
internal structure of the flux-tube solution in the U~1! DAH
model.
From lattice studies of the effective monopole action in
the MAG @19–22#, it is numerically suggested that, at some
infrared scale, the partition function of the AP-SU~2! theory
is represented by the Villain type modification of compact
QED. Thus, we regard it as the effective AP gauge theory






expF2 12 ~F ,DD F !1i~u , j !G .
~2.1!
F(C2) is the field strength
F5du22pn (m), ~2.2!
which is composed of compact link variables u(C1)
P@2p ,p) and magnetic Dirac strings n (m)(C2)PZ @42#. u
corresponds to the Abelian gauge field, which interacts with
an external electric current j(C1)PZ. The operator D is a
general differential operator and D is the Laplacian on the
lattice. In the infrared limit, it is numerically shown that the
operator D is well described by the following form: D
5beD
211a1gD , where be , a and g are renormalized
coupling constants of the monopole action which satisfy the
relation be@a ,g @43#. The ~inverse! effective gauge cou-
pling is be[4/e2. Since the magnetic Dirac strings n (m) are
bordered by magnetic monopole currents k(C3) as dn (m)8-2
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violated as dF522p dn (m)52pk .
For a conserved electric current d j50, we call
WA@ j #[exp@ i~u , j !# ~2.3!
the Abelian Wilson loop. Its electric-photon (Wph) and the
magnetic-monopole (Wmo) parts are specified as follows.






In the last line, we have used the relation n (m)5p1dq ,
where p(C2), q(C1)PZ. This means that an arbitrary shape
of the open magnetic Dirac string n (m) is in general described
by the sum of a fixed open string p with dp52k and the
closed strings dq with d2q50. Since all possible closed
string fluctuations are summed over, one can choose an arbi-
trary open string p. Inserting Eq. ~2.4! into Eq. ~2.3!, the
Abelian Wilson loop can be written as
WA@ j #5exp@ i~D21dF , j !#exp@ i~2pD21dp , j !#
5Wph@ j #Wmo@ j # , ~2.5!
where the third and fourth terms of Eq. ~2.4! do not contrib-
ute to this decomposition because of the relations
exp@2pi(q,j)#51 and d j50.
Let us proceed with the path integration of the partition
function ~2.1! keeping track of the two parts of the Wilson
loop, Wph@ j # and Wmo@ j # . For simplicity and for picking up
the essence of the following discussions, we restrict the dif-
ferential operator in Eq. ~2.1! to the leading term, D
5beD
21
. The path integral duality transformation of such a
model itself has been discussed in many places since the
works @44,45#.
We first rewrite the summation over Dirac strings as the
independent summation over monopole currents k ~with con-


















where uph5D21dF represent noncompact link variables.
Acting with an exterior derivative on umo52pD21dp , one
finds dumo52p(n (m)1C (m)2dq) with C (m)5D21dk .
Thus, the partition function is written as noncompact QED





expF2 be2 ~duph12pC (m)!2
1i~uph1umo, j !G . ~2.8!
In this expression one still realizes the violation of Abelian
Bianchi identity in the form dF52pdC (m)52pk due to
dC (m)5k . Using the relation (duph,C (m))5(uph,dC (m))
50 ~since dC (m)50) one can write (F)25(duph)2
14p2(C (m))2. Taking into account the gauge fixing condi-
tion duph50, one can integrate over uph. This yields a direct
interaction term between electric currents j via the Coulomb
propagator D21. Thus we have
Z5 (
kPZ, dk50
expF2 12be ~ j ,D21 j !
22p2be~C (m)!21i~umo, j !G . ~2.9!
Defining C (e)(*C2)[D21d* j in analogy to C (m)5D21dk ,
the first term of the action can also be written in the form
1
2be





~C (e)!252p2bm~C (e)!2, ~2.10!
where we have introduced the ~inverse! dual gauge coupling
bm51/g2, which should satisfy 4p2bebm51 ~i.e. Dirac’s










The exponential of this expression can further be understood
as resulting from functional integration over the magnetic
part of a noncompact dual gauge field u˜mo(*C1), minimally
coupled to the magnetic monopole current,




Du˜moexpF2 bm2 ~du˜mo!21i~u˜mo,*k !G .
~2.12!
We have attached the superscript ‘‘mo’’ in order to distin-
guish it from the photon part of the dual gauge field,
u˜ ph(*C1), which is defined in analogy to umo as
u˜ ph52pD21dn (e). ~2.13!
Here n (e)(*C2)PZ denotes electric Dirac strings, satisfying
dn (e)52* j , which necessarily accompanies the presence of8-3
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ation when we reexpress the monopole Wilson loop, using
the relation
~umo, j !2~u˜ ph,*k !522p~p ,*n (e)!52pN ~NPZ!.
~2.14!
This means that the direct coupling of j to umo can be set
equal to that of k to u˜ ph, because of exp@i(2pN)#51. Thus,






expF2 bm2 ~du˜mo12pC (e)!2
1i~u˜mo1u˜ ph,*k !G . ~2.15!
The action is invariant under the transformation u˜mo°u˜mo
1d f˜ . This is nothing but the realization of the dual gauge
symmetry, due to the conservation of magnetic monopole
currents, dk50. In this action, the electric currents are now
implicitly defined via the violation of the dual Abelian Bian-
chi identity written down for the dual field strength
F˜ 5du˜mo12pC (e) ~2.16!
as dF˜ 52pdC (e)52p* j , where dC (e)5* j .
The summation over monopole currents is the most diffi-
cult part of the evaluation. In principle, one needs to know
the monopole dynamics, for instance, such as monopole cur-
rent distribution in the vacuum and self-interactions, etc. The
numerical investigations of the effective monopole actions
based on lattice Monte Carlo simulation in the MAG provide
such information, which has suggested the approximate form
of the AP action given in Eq. ~2.1!. Here, we are not going to
deal with these complications, since the kinetic structure of
the dual gauge field, being composed of a regular u˜mo part
and a singular u˜ ph part, is not affected by the summation
over monopoles. We then assume that the monopole current
system is described by the grand canonical ensemble of
closed loops, interacting via the dual gauge field. Then the
complex-valued scalar monopole field x , which minimally
couples to the dual gauge field, is introduced @13,14# instead
of monopole currents as
(
kPZ, dk50
exp@ i~u˜mo1u˜ ph,*k !#
→E DxDx*exp2$u@d1i~u˜mo1u˜ ph!#xu2
1l~ uxu22v2!2%, ~2.17!
where the luxu4 (l.0) term plays the role of keeping the
density of loops finite ~it produces a short distance repulsion
between the loop segments! and v denotes monopole con-
densate which describes the typical scale of the system. In
this way, we arrive at the DAH model,09401SDAH5
bm
2 ~F
˜ !21u@d1i~u˜mo1u˜ ph!#xu21l~ uxu22v2!2.
~2.18!
Although we cannot argue the precise values of the effective
couplings in this formal derivation, we can restrict ourselves
to the range of parameters able to describe the condensed
phase of monopoles, according to the lattice results @20#.
Due to the singular structure of u˜ ph associated with n (e)
@see Eq. ~2.13!#, the DAH model has the open flux-tube so-











Here, we have inserted the polar decomposition of the mono-
pole field x5fexp(ih) (f ,hPR), and the phase h has been
absorbed into the definition of u˜m
mo
. The boundary conditions
of the dual gauge field and monopole field are determined so
as to make the energy of the system finite: just on the electric
Dirac string n (e), u˜m
mo50 and f50 whereas at large distance
from the string, u˜m
mo52u˜m
ph and f5v . After solving the
field equations ~in general, numerically!, we can compute the
profile of the electric field as the spatial part of the field
strength F˜ in Eq. ~2.16!,
E53u˜ mo12pC(e)[Emo1Eph, ~2.21!
and the magnetic current as the spatial part of the monopole
current,
k52~u˜ mo1u˜ ph!f2, ~2.22!
respectively. Concrete forms of the field equations and the
boundary conditions of fields for the straight q-q¯ system are
given in Appendix A.
A typical flux-tube solution, the profile of the electric field
and the monopole current, for the straight q-q¯ system is
shown in Fig. 1. The parameters we have chosen are bm
51/g251, mBa5A2gva50.5 and mxa52Alva
50.5, taking the q-q¯ separation r516a , where a is a certain
length scale. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter is here k
[mx /mB51, which means the vacuum has superconduct-
ing properties just between type-I and type-II vacuum. This
set of parameters is just to illustrate the flux-tube profile as
an example. In Fig. 2, we then show the ingredient of the
electric-field profile based on Eq. ~2.21!. We plot the flux-
line pattern of the electric fields along the q-q¯ axis, and the
strength of each field as a function of the cylindrical radius.
In Fig. 3, we plot the strength of azimuthal monopole-current
profile. Here, for the plots of the electric field and monopole
current, we have added two cases corresponding to mBa
50.5 and mxa50.25 (k50.5, type I! and mBa50.5 and8-4
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and monopole current ka3 ~right! in the DAH
model, where a denotes a certain length scale.
The quark and antiquark are placed at (x ,y ,z)
5(0,0,28) and (0,0,8).mxa50.75 (k51.5, type II!. Note that only the monopole-
related part depends on k , while the photon part does not.
In Fig. 2, we find that although the electric field derived
from the monopole part of the dual gauge field, Ez
mo
, takes
positive value near the center, it turns negative beyond a
certain radius rc ~in the given case, rc;7a): this signals the
appearance of a solenoidal electric field which plays an im-
portant role to cancel the Coulombic field, Ez
ph
, induced by09401electric charges, at some distance from the electric Dirac
string. By this interplay the total electric field is squeezed
from the dual superconducting vacuum, which finally leads
to a flux tube. This is the composed internal structure of the
DAH flux tube we are referring to. The solenoidal electric
field and monopole supercurrent are related by the relation
3Emo5k. It is important to realize that although the shape
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FIG. 2. The flux-line pattern of the electric field ~upper row! and the electric field strength as a function of the cylindrical radius ~lower
row!: ~a! the solenoidal electric field Emo and ~b! the Coulombic field Eph add up to the flux-tube profile of the full electric field ~c!.8-5
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always composed of the Coulombic and solenoidal electric
fields. For the infinitely separated q-q¯ system, the Coulombic
contribution disappears and only the solenoidal electric field
remains, where translational invariance of the flux-tube pro-
file along the q-q¯ axis becomes manifest.
Now we come to the main point of the present section.
Through the path-integral duality transformation, which has
formally led us to the DAH model, we have found the role of
the photon Wilson loop Wph@ j #5exp@i(u ph,j)# and the mono-
pole Wilson loop Wmo@ j #5exp@i(u mo,j)# for the DAH model
and its flux-tube solution; Wph@ j # leads to the square of the
Coulombic field strength C (e) after the integration over uph
@see Eq. ~2.10!#, while Wmo@ j # is translated into the interac-
tion term between u˜ ph52pD21dn (e) and the monopole field
x @see Eqs. ~2.14! and ~2.17!#; namely, the photon Wilson
loop provides the origin of the Coulombic electric field con-
tribution to the DAH flux tube. On the other hand, the mono-
pole Wilson loop determines the non-trivial behavior of the
dual gauge field, inducing the monopole supercurrent and the
solenoidal electric field component of the DAH flux tube.
The Coulombic and solenoidal electric fields are responsible
for the Coulombic and linearly rising parts of the inter-quark
potential in the DAH model. In the actual AP lattice gauge
simulations, it has been numerically shown that the potential
detected by the photon and monopole Wilson loops have just
the same feature @38–40#. Now, this is naturally understood
from the relation between each Wilson loop and the com-
posed internal structure of the DAH flux tube. We then ex-
pect that the AP flux tube will exhibit the same composed
structure as in the DAH flux tube, where Wph@ j # and Wmo@ j #
would be respective sources.
III. DETECTING THE COMPOSED STRUCTURE
OF ABELIAN-PROJECTED FLUX TUBE
In this section, we are going to confirm the composed
structure of the AP flux tube by measuring the electric field
and monopole current profiles induced from the photon and
monopole parts of the Abelian Wilson loop, based on the
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FIG. 3. The monopole current strength as a function of the cy-
lindrical radius.09401In order to measure the the flux-tube profile induced by
the Abelian Wilson loop WA@ j #5exp@i(u,j)#, one can sche-


















WA@ j #exp@2 12 ~F ,DDF !#
5
^OWA@ j #&0
^WA@ j #&0 , ~3.1!
where ^& j denotes an average in the vacuum with an ex-
ternal source, and ^&0 an average in the vacuum without
such source. Thus by measurement of the expectation values
of ^OWA&0 and the Abelian Wilson loop ^WA&0, the expec-
tation value of a local operator associated with the external
source, ^O& j , can be evaluated. Below, the Abelian field
strength F and the monopole current k have been chosen as
local operators O. In the actual simulation, since we do not
know the exact form of the AP action, we first generate non-
Abelian SU~2! gauge configurations and then specify the
U~1! degrees of freedom by Abelian projection after MAG
fixing.
Typical profiles of the electric field and monopole current
measured in this context are shown in Fig. 4 ~some details of
the simulation are given below briefly and in Appendix B!.
Already at glance, the shapes of the resulting profiles are
very similar to the flux-tube profiles obtained within the
DAH model, see Fig. 1.
Before discussing the numerical simulation further, it is
useful to consider what happens if we insert Wph and Wmo
into Eq. ~3.1! instead of WA . Using Eq. ~2.5! and writing the
Abelian field strength as F5duph12pC (m)[Fph1Fmo ,
we can expect
^F& j5
^~Fph1Fmo!Wph@ j #Wmo@ j #&0
^Wph@ j #Wmo@ j #&0
’
^FphWph@ j #&0
^Wph@ j #&0 1
^FmoWmo@ j #&0
^Wmo@ j #&0
5^Fph& j1^Fmo& j . ~3.2!
Here, we have taken into account that in many cases lattice
simulations in the MAG have found operators Xph and Y mo ,
defined in terms of the photon part and the monopole part of
the Abelian link variable u , respectively, to be uncorrelated:
^XphY mo&0’^Xph&0^Y mo&0 ~see, e.g., Ref. @40# and refer-
ences therein!. From the relation ~3.2!, we expect that the
sum of the flux profiles induced by the photon and monopole
Wilson loops reproduces the total AP flux tube.8-6
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monopole current ~right! at b52.5115, with an
Abelian Wilson loop of size 1634 on a 324 lat-
tice. The corresponding quark and antiquark po-
sitions are (x ,y ,z)5(0,0,28) and (0,0,8).Second, let us consider the expectation value of the mono-
pole current k. Since we have the obvious relation k
52dC (m)5kmo , where a photon part of the monopole cur-
rent does not exist, kph}d2uph50, we will observe
^k& j’
^kmoWmo@ j #&0
^Wmo@ j #&0 5^kmo& j . ~3.3!
This means that the correlator of the monopole current only
with the monopole Wilson loop will account for the full ex-
pectation value of monopole current profile and, at the same
time, the correlator with the photon Wilson loop vanishes
everywhere.
We then show the corresponding lattice results, the elec-
tric field profile in Fig. 5 and the monopole current profile in
Fig. 6, both as a function of the cylindrical radius. These
measurements have been done at b52.5115 on a 324 lattice
after the MAG has been fixed. The q-q¯ distances are r
56a and 12a , and the measurements refer to the x-y plane
at half-distance. The lattice spacing is a50.081 fm, which
has been determined from the non-Abelian string tension
sL , Asphys5AsL/a[440 MeV. Physically, the q-q¯ dis-09401tances correspond to 0.48 fm and 0.97 fm, respectively ~see
Appendix B!. In Fig. 7 we show the same electric field pro-
files as in Fig. 5, focusing on the region where the monopole
part of Ez becomes negative.
We find that these lattice results concerning the behavior
of the profiles strongly support our considerations above;
from the photon and the monopole Wilson loops, we obtain
the Coulombic electric field and the solenoidal electric field
with the monopole supercurrent profile, respectively. We find
that the sum of these two contributions reproduces the profile
obtained from the complete Abelian Wilson loop @see Eq.
~3.2!#. There is no correlation between the photon Wilson
loop and monopole current as anticipated in Eq. ~3.3!.
Hence, we conclude that the AP flux tube has the same com-
posed structure as the DAH flux tube.
The behavior of the profiles as a function of the q-q¯ dis-
tance r is also remarkable. While the monopole Wilson loop
contributions, the solenoidal electric field and the monopole
current profiles in the midplane are rather stable with respect
to r, the photon Wilson loop contribution ~i.e. the Coulombic
electric field! drastically changes. From Fig. 5 it becomes





















 Mono + Photo 
FIG. 5. Electric field profile from correlators with Abelian, photon and monopole Wilson loops at r56a50.48 fm ~left! and at r
512a50.97 fm ~right!.8-7
























FIG. 6. Monopole current profile from correlators with Abelian, photon and monopole Wilson loops at r56a50.48 fm ~left! and at r
512a50.97 fm ~right!.lian electric field profile for different r. In order to see a
really translationally invariant profile of the electric field, we
need practically infinite q-q¯ separation, r→‘ . In this limit,
the profile only from the monopole part remains. This situa-
tion is also the same in the DAH flux tube.
IV. SUMMARY
It has already been known that the profiles of the classical
flux-tube solution in the dual Abelian Higgs ~DAH! model
and of the Abelian-projected ~AP! flux tube, observed in lat-
tice simulations in the maximally Abelian gauge ~MAG!,
look quite similar.
In this paper, in order to establish a more detailed corre-
spondence between these two kinds of profiles, we have
studied the composed structure of both flux tubes more care-
fully. First, by applying the path-integral duality transforma-
tion to the Villain type compact QED considered as the ap-
proximate action of the AP gauge theory, we have been led to
the U~1! DAH model. Along the way, we have identified the
electric and magnetic parts of the Abelian Wilson loop by the09401Hodge decomposition, and have clarified the role of each
contribution to the structure of the flux-tube solution in the
DAH model. The photon and monopole Wilson loops pro-
vide sources of the Coulombic and solenoidal electric field
components of the DAH flux tube.
Guided by this observation, we have performed lattice
simulations of the SU~2! lattice gauge theory in the MAG
and have measured the flux profiles induced by the photon
and the monopole Wilson loops. We have found that the
resulting profiles show the same composed structure as the
DAH flux tube.
The further question would be how both sides are related
quantitatively. One way would be to fit the profile of the AP
flux tube by that of the DAH flux tube and to determine the
DAH parameters which remain unknown in the formal deri-
vation of the DAH model. Here, we would like to emphasize
that the composed structure of the AP flux tube found here
and its relation to the DAH flux tube will be important for
further quantitative discussions. In fact, there is no such
work that takes into account the correspondence of the struc-




















FIG. 7. The same plots as in Fig. 5, for flux tubes of length r50.48 fm and r50.97 fm, with the Ez axis rescaled. The profile directly
from the Abelian Wilson loop is omitted.8-8
DUALITY OF GAUGE FIELD SINGULARITIES AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 094018 ~2003!Introduction, a more systematic study of the AP flux-tube
profile itself is required: the Gribov copy effect in the MAG,
the scaling property, the q-q¯ distance dependence, etc. Oth-
erwise, one cannot trust the robustness and physical rel-
evance of the resulting DAH parameters. A part of such a
quantitative analysis is reported in Lattice 2002 @46# and the
detailed report will be presented in Ref. @41#.
In closing, we note that although we have concentrated
here on SU~2! gauge theory, the ideas discussed in the
present paper can be extended to arbitrary AP-SU(N) gauge
theory in the MAG @47–49#.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL FLUX-TUBE SOLUTION
IN THE DAH MODEL
In this appendix, we present concrete form of the field
equations of the DAH model, Eqs. ~2.19! and ~2.20!, for a
straight q-q¯ system. We use here the continuum notations; let
Bm
mo be the continuum form of the regular dual gauge field
denoted u˜m
mo on the lattice, Bm




We put the quark and the antiquark at x15(2r/2)ez and
x25(1r/2)ez . Since this system has cylindrical geometry,
the fields can be parametrized in terms of cylindrical coordi-
nates (r ,w ,z) as
f5f~r ,z !, ~A1!
Bmo5Bmo~r ,z !ew[




2r S z1r/2Ar21~z1r/2!2 2 z2r/2Ar21~z2r/2!2D ew .
~A3!
The factor n in Bph is the winding number of the flux tube
~an integer value!, which is determined by the representation
of the electric charges @48,50,51#. The fundamental represen-
tation corresponds to n51.












22FBˆ mo2 n2 S z1r/2Ar21~z1r/2!2
2
z2r/2
















The boundary conditions are specified so as to make the
energy of the system finite as
Bˆ mo50 as r→0,
f50 as r→0 for 2r<z<r ,
Bˆ mo5
n
2 S z1r/2Ar21~z1r/2!2 2 z2r/2Ar21~z2r/2!2D ,
f5v as r , z→‘ . ~A6!
After getting the numerical solution of the field equations for















2 S r@r21~z1r/2!2#3/2 2 r@r21~z2r/2!2#3/2D er
1
n
2 S z1r/2@r21~z1r/2!2#3/2 2 z2r/2@r21~z2r/2!2#3/2D ez .
~A8!
The profile of the monopole current ~2.22! is given by8-9
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2
z2r/2
Ar21~z2r/2!2D Gf2 ew . ~A9!
APPENDIX B: LATTICE SIMULATION DETAIL
For the SU~2! link variables Um(s) generated by Monte
Carlo method with Wilson gauge action, we adopt the MAG





V †~s !%. ~B1!
After the MAG fixing, Abelian projection is performed; the
SU~2! link variables Um
V(s)5UmMA(s) are factorized into a
diagonal ~Abelian! link variable um(s)PU(1) and the off-
diagonal ~charged matter field! parts cm(s), cm*(s)
PSU(2)/U(1) as follows:
Um
MA~s !5S A12ucm~s !u2 2cm*~s !
cm*~s ! A12ucm~s !u2
D
3S um~s ! 00 um*~s ! D , ~B2!
where the Abelian link variables um(s) are then explicitly
written as
um~s !5e
ium(s) um~s !P@2p ,p!. ~B3!
The Abelian plaquette variables are then constructed as
umn~s ![um~s !1un~s1mˆ !2um~s1nˆ !
2un~s ! P@24p ,4p!, ~B4!
which is decomposed into a regular part u¯mn(s)P@2p ,p)





The Abelian field strength is defined by u¯mn(s)5umn(s)
22pnmn
(m)(s). Following DeGrand and Toussaint @52#, mag-
netic monopoles are extracted as the string boundaries
km~sd!52 12 «mnrs]nnrs
(m)~s1mˆ ! ~«123451 !, ~B6!
where ukm(sd)u<2 and sd[s1(1ˆ 12ˆ 13ˆ 14ˆ )/2 denotes the
dual site.
For measuring the correlation function, we have used the
following local operators: an electric field operator094018O~s !5iu¯ i4~s !5i@u i4~s !22pni4(m)~s !# , ~B7!
and a monopole current operator
O~sd!52piki~sd!. ~B8!





um~s !G . ~B9!
Similarly, the photon and the monopole Wilson loop are con-
structed from the photon and monopole parts of Abelian link







In this decomposition, it is necessary to adopt the Abelian
Landau gauge which is characterized by ]mum(s)50. Note,
however, that the Wilson loops constructed from each link
variable are Abelian gauge invariant.
In this simulation, in order to see the profiles which be-
long to the ground state of a flux tube, we have adopted a
smearing technique for spacelike Abelian link variables.
Then we have constructed the smeared Abelian Wilson loop
@40#. Considering the fourth direction as the Euclidean time
direction, we have performed Ns times the following step in
a smearing procedure applied only to the spatial Abelian
links (i , j51,2,3),
aeiu i(s)1(jÞi e
i[u j(s)1u i(s1 jˆ)2u j(s1 iˆ)]→eiu i(s), ~B11!
where a is an appropriate smearing parameter. The same
procedure was also applied to the spatial parts of the photon
and the monopole link variables before constructing each
type of Wilson loop.
The numerical simulations which are presented in this pa-
per have been done at b52.5115. The lattice volume was
324. We have used 100 configurations for measurements. We
have produced them after 3000 thermalization sweeps, sepa-
rated by 500 Monte Carlo updates. They have been stored for
performing MAG fixing. This has been repeated Ng times,
starting each time from a different random gauge copy of the
configuration, in order to explore an increasing number of
Gribov copies. The copy reaching the maximal value of the
gauge functional ~B1! has been selected for measuring the
profiles and kept for further increasing of Ng . Finally we
have chosen Ng520. For the MAG fixing itself, we have
used the simulated annealing algorithm @40#, followed by a
final steepest descent relaxation. The sizes of the Wilson
loops mainly studied ~for Figs. 5–7! are R3T5636 and
1236 in units of lattice spacing a. We have measured the
profiles in the x-y plane orthogonal to the Wilson loop in its
midpoint. The Abelian smearing parameters have been found-10
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profiles induced by the Abelian Wilson loop with timelike
extensions T58 and T56 agree within errors.
The physical scale @the lattice spacing a(b52.5115)] has
been determined from the non-Abelian string tension sL by
fixing Asphys5AsL/a[440 MeV. The non-Abelian string094018tension has been reevaluated by measuring expectation val-
ues of non-Abelian Wilson loops with an optimized non-
Abelian smearing. The potential has been fitted to match the
form V(R)5C2A/R1sLR . The resulting string tension is
sL50.0323(4) at b52.5115, such that the corresponding
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